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CapEd’s Logo:

CapEd’s Colors:

CapEd Logo Clear Space:

CapEd Logo Size:

The image to the left is how the logo  should 
appear, with extremely few exceptions.   In 
nearly all cases, the CapEd logo should 
appear  over a white or light colored 
background.

CapEd’s logos are available for download at
www.capedcu.com/logo

In order for the CapEd logo to stand out and 
be clearly identifible, it is important to provide 
a enough space around the logo. In general, 
the standard of measurement for space around 
our logo, regardless of scale, is the height of 
the logo’s black bar that contains, “CREDIT 
UNION.” This space, as indicated by the pink 
and gray dashed “CREDIT UNION” bars in the 
image to the right, should be clear of any text, 
images, or other logos.
Note in this example, the distance of this text 
from the logo is approximately twice the height 
of the black bar element.

This is the CapEd logo at 115 pixels by 70 
pixels. This is as small as the CapEd logo 
should ever appear without approval. For 
example, all those pens we hand out with the 
logo that’s smaller than this? They have to be 
approved by Marketing first.
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CapEd’s One-Color Logo:
Frequently, the CapEd logo will need to appear in a  single color 
when full color printing is not an option.  Note that there are only 
three options in this case:

The preferred one-color version of  
the CapEd logo is to have it appear in 
CapEd’s signature blue color. Ideally, 
this version would appear over a white 
or light colored background. Never 
apply this logo variation over any blue 
background.

The black one-color version of  the 
CapEd logo should only appear over 
white or lighter colored backgrounds. 
Avoid using this logo variation over 
blue or darker color backgrounds and 
images.

The white one-color version of the 
CapEd logo should only appear over 
blue or darker colored backgrounds. 
For promotional collateral, such as 
mugs, shirts, pens, etc., the white 
imprint is usually the best choice 
because using the blue logo is not an 
option.
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CapEd’s Logo with Taglines:
The CapEd logo appears frequently with two primary messages:  
MEMBERSHIP SUPPORTS EDUCATION®  
and  
IT’S MORE THAN BANKING IT’S MAKING A DIFFERENCE
These messages are always in all caps, and always in CapEd’s primary font, Proxima Nova (Bold). 
Whenever possible,  these messages should be in black. Otherwise, they should be either CapEd 
blue or white. Reference One Color Logo  rules for guidance (Page 4). Below are acceptable formats 
for using these taglines with the CapEd logo:
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CapEd’s Logo with Taglines (cont.):
IT’S MORE THAN BANKING IT’S MAKING A DIFFERENCE is sometimes used in relation to the CapEd 
logo without being anchored to it (beyond minimum logo space, see Page 3) and it is sometimes 
used independently. The following examples provide guidance for how this phrase should appear:

“BANKING” and “DIFFERENCE” can appear in CapEd blue or in white if on a CapEd blue background 
and if the phrase is  stacked vertically. The scale of the phrase lines can vary, but “IT’S MORE 
THAN” and “IT’S MAKING A” must be the  same font size. The same applies to “BANKING” and 
“DIFFERENCE”, which must match in font size, as well.

When the phrase is formatted for a wide, horizontal layout, the lines must be split into “IT’S MORE 
THAN BANKING” and “IT’S MAKING A DIFFERENCE”. In this format, both the color and font size of 
the phrase must be uniform. The kerning of “IT’S MORE THAN BANKING” should be adjusted to 
match the width of “IT’S MAKING A DIFFERENCE”.
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Things we don’t do to CapEd’s Logo:
Some say rules are meant to be broken. While there are exceptions to the above logo rules in 
specific circumstances, as determined by Marketing staff, modification or abuse of the CapEd logo 
is prohibited without review and approval by CapEd’s Marketing Department. Below are general 
examples of what to avoid and what shouldn’t be seen:
First off, the CapEd logo should never be represented in greyscale. Always use either the black or 
white one-color  logo when printing in black and white.

Second, the CapEd logo should never be anything but the CapEd colors.

Effects should never be added to the CapEd logo. Here are some examples of what not to do:

The list goes on and on as software evolves. There will always be new  opportunities to do “cool” 
things in software,  but please respect the CapEd logo and keep  it intact.
*See note about 3D/VR environments and animation on Page 8.
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CapEd’s Logo and Images:

CapEd’s Logo in 3D/VR/Animation and physical installations:

The CapEd logo should always appear over any image or video intact and at full opacity.

In cases of 3D graphics, motion graphics, virtual reality environments (VR), and physical signs, the 
CapEd logo may be extruded, but the elements must be kept flat with a minimal amount of depth 
extrusion and a minimal amount of beveling, chamfering, or fillet edges. Surfaces and materials 
should maintain the integrity of the logo and not make use of textures, bump maps, excessive light 
emmission, or reflectivity.

A note about animation and motion graphics: The logo may be animated in a sequence or loop so 
long as the design elements aren’t distorted and the logo comes to rest in an unobscured, camera 
facing, intact state (see example).
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CapEd Collateral and Digital Signature:

A uniform method of representing CapEd to our members, business partners, and other 
organizations is vital to our professional reputation.

This is the template  for all CapEd email  signatures: 
These  are set up and assigned to your email 
account  by CapEd’s IT department.

CapEd business card, letterhead, and envelope layouts:

CapEd deposit envelope:
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CapEd Typeface Families:

Proxima Nova is the primary font for Marketing materials and advertising at CapEd.  It is available for 
use in Adobe software programs via Adobe’s TypeKit app.

Avenir is the secondary font for Marketing materials and brand collateral such as stationery items.
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CapEd Typeface Families (cont.):
Arial is a safe, accessible alternative for all employees to use for CapEd communications.

Helvetica Neue is the primary font of the CapEd website. It is a safe alternative for all employees to 
use  for CapEd communications.
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CapEd Typeface Families (cont.):

Calibri is used primarily for inter-office communication and digital messages.

Times New Roman is acceptable for general communication.

CapEd Credit Union is a professional financial institution with a reputation in our community that 
goes back over eight decades. Please use only the approved fonts above for all communications 
related to and in the name of CapEd Credit Union.
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CapEd Logo for apparel and nametags:

This is a to-scale representation 
 of the CapEd logo as it should 
 appear on employee nametags.

This is a to-scale representation of 
 a variation of the CapEd logo as  it 
should appear when embroidered 
or applied to employee garments. 
The white “Cap” and black “Ed” is 
 the default color assignment and 
should be used on clothing that 
is  most standard hue colors other 
than black or white.

The white “Cap” and CapEd blue 
“Ed” is the color assignment for 
any black colored or very dark 
colored (maroon, charcoal, forest 
green, etc.) apparel.

The CapEd blue “Cap” and black 
“Ed” is the color assignment for 
any white or very light colored 
(pink, yellow, etc.) apparel. 
Note: This option should only 
be used  when necessary -- not 
recommended.
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CapEd Legal Marks:

CapEd Taglines & Slogans:

CapEd and CapEd Affiliated Websites:

capedcu.comcapedcu.comcapedcu.com

CapEd Social Media:

CapEd holds some legal registrations and trademarks. Currently, employees should be aware of the 
following:
We Love Teachers® 
MoneyTracker® 
  Membership Supports Education®
It’s More Than Banking  It’s Making a Difference 
High Yield Checking™ 
Read to Rise™ 
Ed Word the Bookworm™

CapEd actively uses the following taglines and slogans:
Membership Supports Education® (note the design rules on Page 5-6)
It’s More Than Banking  It’s Making a Difference (note the design rules on Page 5-6)
Make Your Money Matter

capedcu.com
capedfoundation.org
weloveteachers.org
Note that when writing CapEd’s website(s) and subsequent landing pages, the website name is 
always written in lower case. For example: capedcu.com/read.
The CapEd website should follow one-color logo guidelines when displayed in advertising or on any 
printed material. Please refer to these examples:

Please follow CapEd logo spacing guidelines 
when placing the CapEd web domain in close 
proximity to the CapEd logo (see example to 
the right). Note: the width of “capedcu.com” 
should not exceed the width of the CapEd logo.

CapEd actively uses the following social media tags:
#weloveteachers
This tag is used whenever posting or sharing anything related to teacher or student achievement. 
This is also used when CapEd is promoting something that is centered around helping teachers.

Black imprint on light backgrounds Blue imprint on light backgrounds White imprint on dark backgrounds
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CapEd and the Education Community:
CapEd Credit Union celebrates it’s eighty-plus year history in our physical locations by displaying 
word wall murals and composite murals that depict CapEd’s dedication to the Education Community 
and our history of members supporting education in Idaho.
These displays vary from location to location, based on the physical parameters and overall layout 
of the facility. In the case of murals that contain historic imagery (usually in the form of early 
school houses), there is an attempt to tie the CapEd location to education history relevant to that 
neighborhood or community.
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CapEd’s Name when Writing & Speaking:

CapEd’s Voice for Creative:

We are CapEd Credit Union. Whenever writing or speaking our name, the first instance should always 
be “CapEd Credit Union”. All instances following that should be “CapEd”. In casual conversation, we 
are known  simply as “CapEd”. Note the proper format is “CapEd” – the C and E are capitalized and 
there is no space between p and E. This same format rule follows for CapEd’s web URLs and landing 
pages (see Page 14). For legal documentation, our official name remains “Capital Educators Federal 
Credit Union”.

The voice of CapEd in a nutshell is: Wise beyond our years.

We are an octogenarian organization, but we always sound like a youthful up-and-comer.  CapEd, like 
many credit unions, is a perpetual underdog – rooting for and working for their members.  For CapEd, 
take on the persona of an eternal student, the lifelong learner  that holds their teachers in high regard 
and acknowledges the impact teachers make.

CapEd is the honor student that hangs out at the skate park. CapEd is the student athlete that also 
plays  in the marching band. CapEd is the smart kid that the cool kids like to hang out with.

In conversation, CapEd is laid-back but always intelligent. There’s always a hint of a quick wit and the 
 undertone that they probably know more than they’re letting on. CapEd is good at conversation and 
 likes to find relatable topics to use as an example to explain things. Short of that, CapEd is confident 
in  their position when they make a statement or suggestion.

Here are some examples from past creatives that illustrate the CapEd voice:

“We love teachers. Teachers are cool because they really care about their students.”

“You know that little arrow thing you learned about in third grade math? That symbol that means 
“greater than”?  Like, 2.5% is greater than .1%?”

“When is being ‘less than’ a good thing? When we’re learning about less than in grade school, our 
teachers have us imagine a shark swimming towards  larger groups of fish with its mouth open. For 
example, three fish is less than five fish. One fish is less than a  hundred. Nom-nom-nom – the hungry 
less than sign always goes after the larger number. Turns out, most credit cards work the same way 
-- trying to gobble up more of your money with higher rates.”

“Think getting a mortgage is like surviving a zombie outbreak? Well, it’s not.”

“When you think about CapEd, you think about supporting education, you probably don’t think 
about money  for music.”

To recap: CapEd sounds like a teacher, but with the inflection and tone of someone who is younger. 
 There’s usually a lesson or a hook to make you think about a topic a little differently.
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CapEd’s Internal Culture & Branding: EP!C Brand Values
There are currently three cultural elements that speak to CapEd’s internal brand.
The first is the use of EP!C as an acronym representing CapEd’s Brand Values: 
EMPOWERED, PROFESSIONAL, INNOVATIVE, and COLLABORATIVE.
The title design of the EP!C 
acronym is specifically derived 
from CapEd’s current logo and 
follows the same one-color 
design guidelines. 
The full color version of EP!C 
should be the alternating color 
arrangement blue/black/blue/
black. 

NOTE: Whenever possible, 
when CapEd’s Brand Values 
are being referenced in writing, 
the acronym should be spelled 
EP!C, with an exclamation point 
(!) designating the capital I in 
Innovative.
In addition, each of the Brand 
Values may be designated in 
either all caps or with the first 
letter capitalized.

EP!C Treatment Clear Space:
In light of being a text-based 
acronym, CapEd’s EP!C requires 
sufficient space from other text and 
logos. In general, the standard of 
measurement, regardless of scale, is 
to keep 1.5x the height of the EP!C 
logo character clear of any text, 
images, other logos, etc. (see above).

CapEd’s EP!C frequently appears in a vertical layout (far left below) on various swag items such as 
water bottles or apparel. The EP!C treatment may also appear at a 45 degree angle, always leaning 
upward to the right (center below). The far right example below reflects an approved variation that 
includes the CapEd Brand Values surrounding the EP!C title treatment. 

CapEd’s EP!C should be kept 
simple and clean when used 
in 3D environments or when 
effects are added in graphic 
design applications. Bevels 
should be kept to a minimum 
and brand color guidelines 
should be followed.
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CapEd’s Internal Culture & Branding: 
Membership Experience Matters (MEM)

CapEd’s Internal Culture & Branding: Guiding Coalition

The MEM logo is a visual representation of 
CapEd’s Brand Promise: To make a difference – 
every member experience matters.
The “MEM box” should always be intact and not 
broken apart, modified, or directly combined 
with other graphic elements. 
Flat and basic layout application should follow 
CapEd one-color logo guidelines (Page 4). 

The MEM logo “box” may be extruded and 
applied in 3D environments. It is also acceptable 
to create a literal six-sided cube with multiple 
logos as illustrated to the right.

The employee-led Guiding Coalition represents itself with this logo. It uses the CapEd color palette 
in it’s full color variation and uses CapEd’s one-color logo guidelines when displayed in a single 
color. The logo can be extruded and used in graphic applications and 3D environments with minimal 
modification to the logo shapes.
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Idaho CapEd Foundation Logo:
The Idaho CapEd Foundation logo is a one-color design. The default color is black, with a reversed 
white imprint for when it is printed on dark backgrounds. The logo may be produced in other single 
colors when appropriate or when the mark is engraved or etched into a surface or material.

Space requirements for the Idaho CapEd Foundation logo can be gauged by allowing twice the 
height of the “FOUNDATION” text to be clear around the logo (see guide below), regardless of scale.
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We Love Teachers Logo and Logo Spacing:
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We Love Teachers’  Colors:

WeLoveTeachers One-Color Logo:
The We Love Teachers logo will need to appear in a single color when full color printing is not an 
option.  Note that there are only three options. The logo should never be greyscale. 

This is the logo for CapEd’s We Love Teachers program and weloveteachers.org website. The colors 
of the  design elements are not interchangable and the interior center and letters are opaque white. 
This logo should  never appear in black and white greyscale.

Space requirements for the We Love Teachers 
logo can be gauged by the height of the yellow 
heart logo element to be clear around the logo, 
regardless of scale (see above).



Read to Rise:

Ed Word the Bookworm™:

CapEd has both a hot air balloon and an elementary school reading program that share the title 
“Read to Rise”. The branding and title treatment for the combined program is as displayed below. 
Whenever possible, the program should be represented by the title treatment (center image below). 
In written form, the progams should be listed as: CapEd Read to Rise, CapEd Read to Rise Hot Air 
Balloon, or CapEd Read to Rise Reading Program.

Ed Word the Bookworm™ is CapEd’s Early Childhood Literacy Reading Ambassador. From a branding 
standpoint, Ed Word the Bookworm™ is to be used strictly for the purposes of promoting literacy and 
education. Under no circumstances is Ed Word to be used for commercial purposes or CapEd Credit 
Union product promotion. Below are acceptable title treatments to be used for promoting Ed Word 
the Bookworm™ both solo and in conjunction with the Read to Rise programs.
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Thank you for making use of this reference guide. Remember to visit www.capedcu.com/logo to 
acquire the most recent versions of CapEd’s logos. If you have any questions about CapEd’s identity 
or brand, please feel free to contact CapEd’s Marketing department at marketing@capedcu.com.


